
Renault SCENIC
& Grand SCENIC
Accessories Range

New



Take care 
of yourself!

Simplify your everyday life, take full 

advantage of every moment and 

enjoy complete peace of mind.  

The Renault accessories, specially 

designed for your Renault, make 

your journey simply unique every 

day. More innovative, safe and 

intuitive, they are at your service  

to make your life easier.

Get ready for some sensational 

experiences.
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Customise your SCENIC's 

appearance as much as you like  

for even greater elegance and 

comfort. Your vehicle will reveal  

your true personality.

Turn your SCENIC into a unique  

piece to suit your tastes.

01 Bold and  
powerful design
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Assert your personality with the exclusive range of Renault wheel rims. Give them a completely different look with customised 

inserts. They're clever: just stick them on the wheel rim to change the design on a whim, whilst improving the aerodynamics. 

Available for Exception 20" wheel rims, replacing original inserts.

Wheel rims and customisation inserts

01 Silverstone wheel rim - 
Black
Tyre: 195/55 R20 95H

82 01 599 763

02 Celsium Inserts
Colour: Erbé grey

82 01 599 770

03 Aero Inserts
Colour: Black

82 01 690 762

02 03
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Exterior
01 Illuminated styling bars -  

Side - Chrome plated
Enhance the powerful look of your vehicle 
while protecting it from the small knocks 
of everyday life. As soon as the doors are 
opened, white floor lighting adds a touch 
of modernity and facilitates access to  
the vehicle.
So that your vehicle projects its character 
with authority and distinction!
Set of 2 bars (right and left) with timed 
LED lighting.

82 01 686 180 (SCENIC)

82 01 686 183 (Grand SCENIC)

02 Shark aerial
Add an extra touch of elegance to your 
Renault SCENIC with this aerial, perfectly 
integrated into the shape of your vehicle. 

82 01 638 593 (Starry black)

82 01 643 012 (Mercury)

03 Door mirror shells - 
Chrome
Add a touch of style and personality  
to your vehicle.  
Gain elegance with the chrome finish.

82 01 668 740

04 Boot sill - Stainless steel
Cover and protect the rear bumper with 
an aesthetically appealing and made-to-
measure accessory.  Made of stainless 
steel, it adds a designer touch to the rear 
of your vehicle.

82 01 586 091 (SCENIC)

82 01 592 559 (Grand SCENIC)

02

03

01

04
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01 Door sills - Renault
Customise and protect your vehicle's  
entrances with style.  
Their stainless steel finish gives them  
an extra touch of exclusiveness. 
Set of 2 sills (right and left).

82 01 586 089

02 Illuminated door sills - 
Renault
Elegance and modernity every time  
you open a door. White time-delayed 
lighting on your sills turns heads day  
or night. Their finish, in stainless steel  
with the Renault signature, also  
protects the entrances of your vehicle.
Set of 2 sills (right and left).

82 01 586 087

03 Sport pedal unit - 
Aluminium
Give a sporty touch to the interior  
of your SCENIC whilst reinforcing  
its bold character.
Set of 3 clip-on pedal covers  
for manual transmission:

82 01 630 344 (SCENIC)

82 01 630 349 (Grand SCENIC)

Set of 2 covers for automatic 
transmission:

82 01 630 346 (SCENIC)

82 01 630 355 (Grand SCENIC)

01

02

Interior

03
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Treat yourself to customised 

protection of unequalled durability. 

Renault accessories are attractive, 

functional and perfectly adapted 

to your Renault's passenger 

compartment.

Driving has never been so pleasant 

and attractive as with your SCENIC.

02 Everyday 
protection
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01 Boot liner 
Ideal for transporting a range of products, 
particularly soiling items. It protects the 
original carpet and adapts perfectly to  
the shape of your vehicle's boot. Practical, 
the semi-rigid material and high edges 
makes it easy to install and clean.

82 01 627 989 (SCENIC)

82 01 627 990 (Grand SCENIC)

02 Boot organiser
Divide the boot of your vehicle into 
sections to facilitate organisation and 
secure objects in place during your 
journeys. Removable and easy to install,  
it adapts to objects of various sizes  
thanks to its separator and strap that  
slide on rails. 

82 01 669 725

03 Storage net - Horizontal
Ideal for arranging the interior of your 
boot. Adapted to the dimensions of your 
vehicle, it ensures items are perfectly 
stored during your journeys.

77 11 422 533

02 03

01

Boot fittings
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04 EasyFlex modular  
boot protection
Non-slip and waterproof, it is essential  
for protecting the boot of your vehicle  
and transporting bulky and dirty items!  
It folds and unfolds easily, adapting 
to the position of the rear seats. Once 
completely unfolded, it covers the entire 
loading space. Versatile and practical,  
for daily use and for leisure activities.

82 01 643 350 (SCENIC)

82 01 643 355 (Grand SCENIC) 

05 Partition grille 
It provides effective separation between  
the boot and the passenger 
compartment. Practical for transporting 
your animal or various items in your boot.

82 01 612 818 (SCENIC)

82 01 612 819 (Grand SCENIC)

05

04 04
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01 Tinted films - Rear
Give yourself more comfort, safety and 
aesthetic appeal! These top-of-the-range 
films protect you from prying eyes and  
the sun. They help you keep the passenger 
compartment cooler and protect the 
original colours of your interior.  
They reinforce windows, prevent  
them from shattering and can delay  
any potential break-ins.
Set of films for the rear windows,   
quarter panels and rear screen.

82 01 632 639 (SCENIC)

82 01 632 640 (Grand SCENIC)

02 Sun visors -  
Complete pack
Concealing, they improve your daily 
comfort inside the vehicle and they 
guarantee your optimum protection 
against the sun's rays. Easy to install  
and remove.
Available for all windows and rear window.

82 01 612 834 (SCENIC)

82 01 612 831 (Grand SCENIC)

03 Air deflectors
Drive in total comfort, with the windows 
part way down, avoiding air turbulence   
and draughts. Discreet and made-to-
measure, they are resistant to car-wash 
rollers and bad weather.
Set of two deflectors (right and left).

82 01 629 691 (Front)

Glazing

0302

01
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0201

Bodywork 
protection
01 Mudguards 

Effectively protect the underbody  
of your vehicle from water splashes,  
mud splatters and flying gravel.
Set of two mudguards (right and left).

82 01 212 479 (Front or rear)

02 Bodywork protective films
Effectively protect your vehicle from 
scrapes during manoeuvres and scratches 
caused by gravel, insects etc. Clever 
and extremely resistant, this film in 
polyurethane is totally transparent. It can 
be easily applied to the angles of bumpers, 
door edges, and door and boot sills.  
Have a care-free drive! 
Available for front and rear (bumpers  
and boot lid).

References forthcoming
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01 Reversible boot mat 
Superior quality and easy to maintain, 
extremely practical on a day-to-day basis.
Reversible, textile and rubber, suitable  
for any purpose.

82 01 635 269 (SCENIC)

02 Premium textile mats
Treat yourself with the quality of top-of-
the-range materials. Premium carpet  
and finish with carbon colour embroidery 
and braiding.

82 01 635 268

03 Rubber floor mat  
with raised edges
Waterproof and very easy to maintain, 
they ensure full protection for the floor  
of the cabin.

82 01 618 022 (SCENIC)

82 01 626 111 (Grand SCENIC)

Floor mats

01 03

Add a touch of additional protection to your vehicle. Made-to-measure and customised, they are quickly attached 

using safety clips provided for this purpose. Each pack contains four mats, fully protecting the floor of the passenger 

compartment. And to protect your boot over the long term, opt for the reversible boot mat.

02
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01 Coat-hanger on  
headrest - Chrome
Very useful for carefully hanging your 
clothes from the back of the front seat. 
Removable and easy to install, it soon 
becomes an everyday essential.  
Its chrome finish makes it both elegant 
and aesthetic. 

77 11 578 137

02 Smoker's kit
Essential for keeping your vehicle clean.  
It comprises an ashtray and cigarette 
lighter.

82 01 375 535

On-board 
experience

01

02
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Enjoy more sensations on board 

with high-performance multimedia 

solutions.

To make every journey memorable.

03 Multimedia 
experience
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01 Tablet holder (7-10")
Enjoyment and entertainment during  
long journeys! Easily attached to  
the headrest, it allows rear passengers  
to view video content comfortably  
on a touchscreen tablet. 

77 11 574 991

Video

02 Portable smartphone 
holder - Vent-mounted - 
Magnetic
Make full use of your smartphone  
in full safety while driving. 
Small and discreet, the holder matches 
the design of your vehicle. Its magnetic 
system allows you to easily attach  
your smartphone to your vehicle’s air 
vents. Removable for easy swapping 
between vehicles.

77 11 782 048

03 Smartphone induction 
charger
Essential for recharging your smartphone 
in the vehicle when driving. No visible 
cable, 100% comfort and simplicity!

References forthcoming

Telephony

03

02

01
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01 Focal Music Premium 6.1 
speaker pack
On-board high fidelity and premium 
hi-fi sound! This six-speaker pack with 
subwoofer and a total power of 400 W is 
the standard for on-board audio systems. 
Detail, clarity and power... Add rhythm  
to your journeys and experience 
maximum listening pleasure!

77 11 579 537

Audio

01
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Live your passions to the fullest!

Ever quicker to install and easier 

to use, SCENIC accessories meet 

advanced safety requirements.  

They are as simple as they are clever.

With Renault, you can take 

everything you want, wherever you 

want and travel in complete freedom.

04 Carry more,  
more effectively



01 Retractable towbar
For towing or transporting your 
equipment, enjoy a towbar system ready 
in a few seconds without tools or effort. 
Retractable in a single movement, it 
becomes imperceptible and retains the 
design of your vehicle. Official Renault 
equipment for perfect compatibility  
with your vehicle.

82 01 630 469 (Cross member and 
attachment kit)

82 01 645 511 (13-pin wiring harness)

02 Swan neck towbar
Essential for safe towing or transportation 
of your equipment: bicycle rack, trailer, 
boat, caravan, or professional gear. 
Official Renault equipment for perfect 
compatibility with your vehicle.
Removable with tools.

82 01 630 506 (Cross member)

82 01 630 511 (Attachment kit)

82 01 645 512 (13-pin wiring harness)

03 Coach bicycle rack - 
Towbar mounted
Whether alone or with several people 
in the car, take your bikes with you 
everywhere, quickly, simply and safely! 
Can be quickly fitted to the towbar 
without any adjustment: the most 
practical way to carry up to four bikes.  
Foldable and tiltable, it always leaves  
the boot accessible, even with bikes 
installed on the rack.

77 11 780 884 (2 bikes)

Tow-bar

24

02

0301 
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01 QuickFix Aluminium  
roof bars 
The innovative QuickFix system makes 
it quick and easy to install without tools. 
Ideal for transporting a bicycle rack,  
ski rack or roof locker and increasing  
the vehicle's loading capacity. As official 
Renault equipment, it meets advanced 
safety and resistance requirements.
Set of 2 bars with anti-theft protection.

82 01 633 733 (On roof - SCENIC)

82 01 622 112 (On longitudinal roof bars - 
Grand SCENIC)

02 Adjustable Urban Loader 
roof locker
Adjust the loading volume of your 
vehicle as required and travel without 
compromise! Practical, modular; and  
quick to install, thanks to its intuitive 
mounting system: it has all the qualities 
you would expect for your comfort. 
Secured with a lock in order to protect 
your possessions inside.
Colour: Grey. 
Adjustable loading capacity of 300 to  
500 litres.

77 11 578 086

03 Ski rack 
Whatever your trip and whatever your 
equipment, you can transport your boards 
and skis in complete safety on the roof  
of your vehicle. Easy to assemble, load  
and unload, in all weather.

77 11 420 779 (6 pairs/4 snowboards)

77 11 420 778 (4 pairs/2 snowboards)

Roof storage

03

01 02
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Care-free travel anywhere. 

Hard-wearing and easy to use, 

accessories specifically designed  

by Renault for your SCENIC 

guarantee your peace of mind  

in all conditions.

05 Peace  
of mind
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03 RoadEyes video  
black box
Essential for your safety and peace  
of mind on the road. This automatic  
and autonomous on-board recording 
system remembers where you were  
at what time. It acts as an objective  
eye-witness to road incidents, to ensure  
a favourable outcome during a dispute.
The pack includes a 2.5" screen, a Full 
HD camera and a GPS tracker chip.

77 11 577 533

04 Alarm with  
connected module
Make your life easier and keep control
of your vehicle in all circumstances!
Alarm, locking, geo-localisation, excessive 
speed alert, engine locking, driving 
information… it's all there! With the  
"My Connected Car"* smartphone 
application, you control your vehicle,  
even remotely. Stay connected!
* Available for Android and IOS.

82 01 646 303 (Alarm)

82 01 674 910 (Connected module)

Driving 
assistance

Anti-theft  
and surveillance

01 Parking sensors 
Essential for peace of mind when 
travelling. Using its perfectly integrated 
sensors, the system detects all obstacles 
in front of or behind the vehicle. You are 
alerted by an audible warning that can 
also be deactivated.
Available for the front and rear.

82 01 537 464 (Front) 

82 01 537 455 (Rear)

02 Module for automatically 
folding down wing mirrors 
Park with peace of mind! Practical and 
discreet, this module automatically folds 
down your wing mirrors when you lock the 
vehicle if not equipped with this function 
as standard. Only installed on vehicles 
with wing mirrors with electric control.

References forthcoming

01

02

03 04
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01 Child seat  
Duoplus Isofix
Essential for guaranteeing optimum 
protection and safety of children  
from 9 months to 4 years old during  
your journeys. Very comfortable;  
can be adjusted to 3 positions including  
a sleeping position. Isofix mounting  
for quick and easy installation and 
maximum safety for your children.

77 11 423 381

Child safety

Snow chains
02 Premium Grip  

snow chains
In the winter, be well-equipped with 
chains so you can easily drive on snow! 
They ensure maximum safety and 
optimise road holding in the most  
difficult winter conditions (snow and  
ice). Fitted quickly and easily thanks  
to an intuitive automated fitting system 
and their compact size. All you need  
for a considerable improvement  
in driving comfort! 
Set of two chains. 

77 11 780 260 (R20)

01 

02 03

03 Standard snow chains
They ensure maximum safety and optimal 
road-holding in the most difficult winter 
conditions (snow and ice). 
Set of two chains. 

77 11 578 474 (R20)
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Complete list of accessories 

DESIGN

Wheel rims
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

403007308R
20" Exception Aerodesign alloy wheel rim - Silver grey - 195/55 R20 95H 
tyre

-

403007153R 20" Silverstone alloy wheel rim - Silver grey - 195/55 R20 95H tyre -

403006841R 20" Silverstone alloy wheel rim - Silver grey - 195/55 R20 95H tyre -

8201599763 20" Silverstone alloy wheel rim - Black - 195/55 R20 95H tyre page 6

403008263R 20" Qwartz alloy wheel rim - Diamond cut black - 195/55 R20 95H tyre -

403152085R Renault centre cap - Glossy black with chrome surround -

403150709R Renault centre cap - Erbé grey with chrome surround -

7711239099 Locking wheel nuts for steel wheel rims - Set of 4 -

7711239101 Locking wheel nuts for aluminium wheel rims - Set of 4 -

7711239104 Locking wheel nuts for aluminium wheel rims - Set of 20 -

Exterior
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201638593 Shark aerial - Starry black page 7

8201643012 Shark aerial - Mercury -

8201686180 8201686183 Lit styling bars - Side - Chrome page 7

8201668740 Door mirror shells - Chrome page 7

8201599770 Customisation inserts for Exception wheel rims - Celsium - Erbé grey page 6

8201690762 Customisation inserts for Exception wheel rims - Aero - Black page 6

403153132R Customisation inserts for Exception wheel rims - Aero - Erbé grey -

8201586091 8201592559 Boot sill - Stainless steel - Vehicle without retractable towbar page 7

8201592556 8201592562 Boot sill - Stainless steel - Vehicle with retractable towbar -

7711780545 Renault hands-free card case - Mercury -

7711780544 Renault hands-free card case - Sporting red -

7711780549 Renault hands-free card case - Starry Black -

285C77607R Renault Sport hands-free card case -

Interior
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201630344 8201630349 Sport pedal unit - Aluminium - Manual gearbox page 8
8201630346 8201630355 Sport pedal unit - Aluminium - Automatic gearbox page 8

8201586087 Illuminated door sills - Renault - Stainless steel page 8

8201586089 Door sills - Renault - Stainless steel page 8

8201680950 Door sills - SCENIC - Stainless steel -

Hubcaps
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

403158810R Vortex Aerodesign 20" hubcap - Silver grey -

403152077R Vortex Aerodesign 20" hubcap - Two-tone diamond cut black -

COMFORT AND PROTECTION

Boot fittings

SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201627989 8201627990 Boot liner page 12

7711422533 Storage net - Horizontal page 12

8201612818 8201612819 Partition grille page 13

8201669725 Boot organiser page 12

8201585488 Portable luggage organiser -

8201643350 8201643355 EasyFlex modular boot protection page 13

8201635269 Reversible boot mat page 16

8201635273 Boot mat -

Glazing
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201629691 Air deflectors - Front page 14

8201632638 Tinted films - Front -

8201632639 8201632640 Tinted films - Rear page 14

8201612836 8201612825 Sun visor - Rear side windows -

8201612834 8201612831
Sun visor - Complete pack (rear side windows, quarter panels and rear 
screen)

page 14

Bodywork protection
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201212479 Standard mudguards - Front or rear page 15

Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Bumper corners - Front and rear page 15

Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Door edges - Front and rear page 15

Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Door sills - Front and rear page 15

Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Boot sill page 15

Coming soon Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Bumper corner - Rear page 15

Coming soon Coming soon Bodywork protective film - Complete pack page 15

7711574925 Clean box (3 cleaning products, 1 polishing product and 2 microfibre cloths) -

Floor mats
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201618022 8201626111 Rubber floor mat with raised edges page 16

8201635265 Comfort textile floor mat - Vehicle with mobile console -

8201647171 Comfort textile floor mat - Vehicle with fixed console -

8201635268 Premium textile floor mat - Vehicle with mobile console page 16

8201614870 Initiale Paris textile floor mat - Vehicle with mobile console -

On-board experience
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711578137 Coat-hanger on headrest - Chrome page 17
8201375535 Smoker's kit (ashtray and cigarette lighter) page 17
7711431405 Cool box -
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All Renault accessories are covered by a one-year warranty.
Please contact a Renault dealer if you would like to include them in your finance plan. 

Covers
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201656652 Seat covers - Front - Life -

8201662855 Seat covers - Front - Zen without aviation tray -

8201656655 Seat covers - Front - Zen with aviation tray -

8201656659
Seat covers - Front - Zen/Intens with aviation tray 
and folding for long load

-

8201656663
Seat covers - Rear - Life/Zen/Intens rear bench seat, 1/3-2/3 seat back and 
base, without armrest

-

8201656664
Seat covers - Rear - Life/Zen/Intens rear bench seat, 1/3-2/3 seat back and 
base, with armrest

-

MULTIMEDIA

Video
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711574991 Tablet holder (7-10") page 20

7711575977 Logicom DJIX 7" portable video system -

Telephony
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

Coming soon Smartphone induction charger page 20

7711780872 Portable smartphone holder - With suction cup -

7711780873 Portable smartphone holder - Vent-mounted -

7711782048 Portable smartphone holder - Vent-mounted - Magnetic page 20

Audio
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711575880 Focal Music Drive 2.0 speaker pack (2 front or rear) -

7711578132 Focal Music Live 4.0 speaker pack (2 tweeter speakers, 2 front or rear) -

7711579537
Focal Music Premium 6.1 speaker pack (Live Pack + Drive Pack + 
subwoofer)

page 21

TRANSPORT

Towbar
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

Coming soon Tool-free towbar cross member -

Coming soon Attachment kit for tool-free towbar -

Coming soon Tool-free removal towbar wiring harness - 13 pins -

8201630469 Retractable towbar page 24

8201645511 Retractable towbar wiring harness - 13 pins page 24

8201630506 Swan neck towbar coupling page 24

8201630511 Attachment kit for swan neck towbar page 24

8201645512 Swan neck towbar wiring harness - 13 pins page 24

8201675576 Swan neck towbar wiring harness - 7 pins -

7711226912 Towbar wiring harness adaptor - 13/7 pin -

7711226911 Towbar wiring harness adaptor - 7/13 pin -

7711780884 Coach bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes (13 pin) page 24

7711780885 Coach bicycle rack - On towbar - 3 bikes (13 pin) -

7711780886 Coach bicycle rack - Extension for 3+1 bikes -

7711577333 Europower 915 electric bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes (13 pin) -

7711577330 Euroride bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes (7 pin) -

7711577329 Euroride bicycle rack - On towbar - 3 bikes (7 pin) -

7711577326 Express Hang-on bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes -

7711577327 Express Hang-on bicycle rack - On towbar - 3 bikes -

7711577328 Express Hang-on bicycle rack - On towbar - 4 bikes -

Roof storage
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201633733 QuickFix aluminium roof bars - For roof page 25
8201622112 QuickFix aluminium roof bars - For longitudinal bars page 25

7711577325 Proride 80 bicycle rack on roof bars - 1 bicycle -

7711420778 Ski rack - 4 pairs / 2 snowboards page 25

7711420779 Ski rack - 6 pairs / 4 snowboards page 25

7711420780 Sliding ski rack - 6 pairs / 4 snowboards -

7711578086 Urban Loader adjustable roof locker – 300 to 500 l – Grey page 25

7711575524 Rigid roof locker - 380 l - Glossy black -

7711575525 Rigid roof locker - 480 l - Glossy black -

7711575526 Rigid roof locker - 630 l - Glossy black -
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Complete list of accessories 

SAFETY

Driving assistance
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201537464 Parking sensors - Front page 28

8201537455 Parking sensors - Rear page 28

8201672184 8201672189 Rear view camera -

Coming soon Module for automatically folding down wing mirrors page 28

Emergency and signalling
7711419386 1 kg fire extinguisher -

8201637027 Fire extinguisher binding - 

7711780759 Safety kit (vest, warning triangle, first aid kit) - 

Anti-intrusion and surveillance
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201674910 Connected module for alarm page 28

8201646303 Alarm - Perimeter, volumetric with anti-lift system page 28

285C72920R Renault hands-free card case - White -

7711780545 Renault hands-free card case - Mercury -

285C72104R Renault hands-free card case - Initiale Paris - Black -

7711780544 Renault Hands-free card case - Sport look -

7711780549 Renault hands-free card case - Starry Black -

7711577533 RoadEyes video black box page 28

Child safety
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711427434 Babysafe Plus baby carrier - Group 0+ -

7711427427 Isofix base for Babysafe Plus baby carrier -

7711423381 Isofix Duoplus child seat - Group 1 page 29

7711422951 Isofix Kidfix child seat - Group 2-3 -

7711423382 Kidplus child seat - Group 2-3 -

Chains & socks
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711780260 Premium Grip snow chains - Size 130 - R20 page 29

7711578474 Standard snow chains - 9 mm - Size 105 - R20 page 29

7711578656 Snow socks - Size 86 - R20 -

RENAULT COLLECTION

Miniatures
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

7711780932 Renault Scenic - 1/43 - Honey yellow/Black roof -

7711780933 Renault Scenic - 1/43 - Pearl white/Black roof -

7711780934 Renault Scenic - 1/43 - Starry black/Grey roof -

PRO SPECIALS

Company vehicle conversion
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201654689 Company vehicle conversion -

8201662793 Luggage screen for commercial vehicle -

8201669956 Partition grille for commercial vehicle -

Coming soon Textile floor mat for company vehicle -

Coming soon Rubber floor mat for company vehicle -

Marking
SCENIC Grand SCENIC

8201687624 8201687630 Safety stickers for company vehicles - Class A -
8201687627 8201687632 Safety stickers for company vehicles - Class B -
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